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After horrors of 1914-50, was peace and relative
prosperity in most of Europe. Catastrophic world war
era has receded into the past, though its long shadow
continues to affect Europe.
Europe was divided by Iron Curtain until 1989, living
under the anxiety of nuclear threat. There were striking
successes: Soviet bloc melted away, dictatorships
vanished, Germany reunited, and indeed EU united 28
countries. But globalization brought new vulnerably.
The financial, immigration and Brexit crises remind us
there is no guarantee of future peace and stability in
Western Europe. Adapted from Kershaw, Global Age
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After horrors of 1914-50, was peace and relative prosperity in most of Europe.
Catastrophic world war era has receded into the past, though its long shadow
continues to affect Europe.
Europe was divided by Iron Curtain until 1989, living under the anxiety of nuclear
threat. There were striking successes: Soviet bloc melted away, dictatorships
vanished, Germany reunited, and indeed EU united 28 countries. But
globalization brought new vulnerably. The financial, immigration and Brexit crises
remind us there is no guarantee of future peace and stability in Western Europe.
Adapted from Kershaw, Global Age
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Timeline of Western Europe 1950-present
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1950: Post WW II miracle recovery and Marshall Plan
1950s: Decolonization
1957: Treaty of Rome establishes EEC, forerunner of EU
1973: Economic slowdown and OPEC oil crisis
1989: Fall Berlin Wall
1991: USSR collapses, globalization, rise of China
1999: Euro introduced
2004: EU expands east into former Soviet Bloc
2008: Great Recession and Euro crisis begin
2014: Russia annexes Crimea of Ukraine
2015: European migrant crisis - millions flock in
2016: Brexit, rise of populism, nationalism, euro-skepticism
2019: Euro area GDP only 1.2% growth but stocks up 23% 2
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Importance of W Europe to US
– stronger with partners
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Not in major war, but threats & uncertainty:
extremism, nuclear proliferation, Chinese & Russian
aggressiveness, cyber attacks, climate change…
W. Europe - most progressive democracies and share
our values
Big part of world’s economy and US trade
Geostrategic terrain, provides US with global access
and buffer to Russia and Middle East
Has advanced militaries and willingness to conduct
global operations with US
And vice versa!
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“We live in a world of growing danger and uncertainty where we face threats from
violent extremism, nuclear proliferation, rising powers, and cyber attack. We cannot
predict where the next crisis will occur. But we know we are stronger when we confront
these threats together. It is precisely because of these growing security challenges and
growing fiscal constraints that we need to work more closely than ever as partners.”
To summarize, there are five key responses to the question: “Why is Europe of such
importance to the United States?” First, Europe is home to most of the world’s
progressive democracies…. Second, with a GDP of $19 trillion—a quarter of the world’s
economy—and approximately $4 trillion in annual trade with the United States,
Europe’s importance to the U.S. and global economies cannot be overstated. Third, the
European theater remains critical geostrategic terrain, providing the United States with
the global access it needs to conduct worldwide operations and crisis response. Fourth,
Europe is the backdrop for NATO, history’s most successful and effective alliance, and
a vital partner for dealing with the challenges of the 21st century. Fifth, Europe is today
a security exporter, possessing among the most highly trained and technologically
advanced militaries in the world. No other region possesses such a comparable pool of
capable and willing partners able to conduct global operations with the United States.
Therefore, our nation must take care of this extraordinary partnership. We are still, and
will remain, STRONGER TOGETHER
Excerpts from testimony of Admiral James Stavridis, Commander, United States
European Command, March 15, 2013.
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After WW II, Europe
ruined, exhausted,
occupied, divided
◼

◼

◼

◼

European powers, dominated for centuries were
occupied, ravaged, or defeated
Victorious armies of US and USSR, each with millions
in uniform, stood astride the continent
Weakness of Europe in combination with rise of
liberation movements in overseas colonies, forced
European imperial states to cede independence
West Europeans became more dependent on US and
on each other - eventually facilitating unification
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After WW II, Europe was ruined, exhausted, occupied and
divided

European powers, having dominated continent for centuries had all
been occupied, bombed, ravaged, or defeated
•
Victorious armies of US and Soviet Union, each with millions in
uniform, stood astride the continent
•
Weakness of Europe in combination with rise of liberation
movements in overseas colonies, forced European imperial states to
cede independence
•
Decolonization compelled West Europeans to become more
dependent on the US and on each other-eventually facilitating
economic integration
Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, Chapter 12
•
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West sold out
Eastern Europe to
Stalin at Yalta?
◼

◼

◼

Roosevelt and Churchill not in
bargaining position with Stalin
West liberated only France; Soviets
had pushed Germans out of east
Yalta agreements:
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

strong

Shifted Poland’s borders 100 miles west
Divided Germany into two occupied zones
Eastern Europe to be democratic and friendly to Soviets

Yalta later seen as betrayal for giving Stalin free hand in east
Eastern Europe far more important to Soviets than to West
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West sold out to Stalin at Yalta?

When Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin met at Yalta, West was not in a
strong bargaining position
•
West had liberated only France whereas Soviet army had pushed the
Germans out of east
•
Yalta agreements provided shifting Poland’s borders hundred miles
west the division of Germany into two occupied zones and the
agreement that Eastern Europe were to be democratic and friendly to
the Soviet Union
•
Yalta agreements later became a symbol of betrayal for many in
Eastern Europe who fell the allies had given Stalin a free hand in the
region-page 146
•
The lands of Eastern Europe were strategic and ideological far more
important to the Soviets than to the west
•
Over the years it had constituted a principal route of invasion into
Russia
Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 146
•
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Iron Curtain
descends and Cold
War hardens

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

At end WW II, Soviets controlled Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Romania
Churchill said an Iron Curtain descended
US complained about Soviets in Eastern Europe
However, US not willing to do much about it - was
peripheral strategic concern
Russia rejected Marshall aid for East
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Iron Curtain descends and Cold War hardens
•
•
•
•

At end WW II, Soviet army was in control of Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Romania and began extending political
dominance over them
As Churchill stated an Iron Curtain descended
US complained about erosion of democracy in Eastern Europe
However was not prepared to do much about it as it was a peripheral
strategic concern

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe: Liberty, Equality, Solidarity,
Rowman & Littlefield, 2019, Fourth Edition, p 148
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US acquiesced to Soviets
in East, but Truman
pushed back elsewhere

◼

◼

◼

◼

In Germany, Greece and Turkey,
US was prepared to act; Cold War lines hardened
Truman Doctrine pledged to assist democracy
everywhere against communist threats

When the Russians blocked Berlin, US airlifted
supplies for a year Moscow ended blockade
Truman was convinced that Soviet pressure on
Turkey and communist insurgency in Greece were
part of a broader Soviet plan
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Though US acquiesced to Soviet dominating East, Truman
Doctrine pushed back elsewhere
•
•
•
•

In Germany, Greece and Turkey, US was prepared to act, and Cold War
lines began to harden
Truman Doctrine pledged to assist democracy everywhere in response
to communist threats in Greece and Turkey
When the Russians blocked Berlin, US airlift for a year delivered one
plane load supplies ever minute until Moscow lifted the blockade-page
140
Truman was convinced that Soviet pressure on Turkey and communist
insurgency in Greece were part of a broader Soviet plan to extend
communism

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe: Liberty, Equality, Solidarity,
Rowman & Littlefield, 2019, Fourth Edition, p 148
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US greatly aided
post-war W.
Europe recovery

◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Marshall plan =$12 bil. ($100 bil. 2018$) for
reconstruction of Europe over 5 years
Offered to Soviet Union but Stalin rejected
US sponsored NATO which guaranteed US military
protection of W Europe
Plus, nuclear arms race and “balance of terror”
US and Soviet vetoes stalemated many UN actions
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Marshall Plan aid to post-war
◼
US Marshall plan provided $100 billion ( in 2018$) for the
reconstruction of Europe over five years
◼
Offered to Soviet Union but Stalin rejected
◼
US sponsored NATO which guaranteed US military protection
of Western European countries
◼
In addition there was the nuclear arms race and the “balance
of terror”
◼
UN actions hampered because US and Soviet Union could
hardly agree on any issue and thus vetoed many actions

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 140
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US Marshall Plan crucial
to recovery after WW II
Red bars =
Marshall plan $
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

US policy went from deliberate neglect to support
Marshall aid relatively small (5% US GDP), but
leverage and strategy were great
Provided critical industrial technology
Let Germany industrialize and not put out to pasture
Supported preparations for Cold War
Encouraged union, market-based economy and
German integration not isolation
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US Marshall Plan crucial to recovery after WW II
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Changed US policy from deliberate neglect to support of German
industrialization
U.S. aid dollars relatively small ($13 Bil 1951$=5% U.S. GDP), but
leverage and strategy were great
Provided critical industrial technology
Let Germany industrialize and not put into pasture
Supported preparations for Cold War
Encouraged economic union, a market based economy and German
integration not isolation

Barry Eichengreen, The European Economy Since 1945-Coordinated Capitalism and
Beyond, Princeton University Press, 2007, Chapter 3, The Postwar Situation, pages
52-85..
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In aftermath
WW II, Age of
Imperialism
ended
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

After 1945, millions released from colonial control
British exit and partition of India led 15 million
uprooted and 2 million dead
Palestine, entrusted to Britain after WW I, was
sought by Jews as a promised land
French forced to withdraw from Indochina
US replaced France in Vietnam, until 1975 exit
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In aftermath WWII, Europe began decolonization
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

At the same time that Europe was recovering from the World War II and being
split half of the Cold War it was shedding his colonies-page 152
European colonies had been acquired in the 19th century and become an integral
part of European economies and they generally remain intact up through World
War II
In 1945 large parts of world’s population was still under colonial control and
Britain’s empire was 125 times as large as Britain itself, the Belgian empire 78
times the size of Belgian, and the Dutch empire 55 times the size of pollen in the
French empire 19 times
The empires disappeared over a period of 30 years-even if the Europeans wanted
to keep their colonies, they were not able to do so
While the withdrawal of Britain was largely peaceful the aftermath had horrible
costs of violence between Hindus and Muslims in India and the massive migrations
caused by breaking it into India and Pakistan
Palestine was the most volatile area in the eastern Mediterranean as a part of the
former Ottoman Empire that entrusted to Britain after World War I, but was
sought by the Jews as a promised land
The French lost their colony in Southeast Asia and was forced to withdraw from
Indochina in the US stepped in to replace the French and the Vietnam War raged
on for another 20 years until the North victory in 1975

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 152
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French conflicts
decolonizing Algeria

◼

French colony in Algeria different
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Close by just across Mediterranean
Million French citizens living there
Considered a part of France

Loss of Vietnam made French even more
reluctant to abandon Algeria
Conflict over a decade; de Gaulle elected to
resolve but ultimately failed
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French difficulties decolonizing Algeria
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

The French colony in Algeria, just across the Mediterranean was a different kind
of colony with over a million French citizens and was considered a part of France
and the loss of Vietnam made the French even more reluctant to abandon Algeria
and the conflict persisted for a decade
Charles de Gaulle was elected to tackle this problem, but he ultimately failed
The age of imperialism which happened so quickly with the scramble for Africa
late in the 19th century collapsed after World War II
After World War II domestic economic growth was seen as more important than
colonial trade but the shedding of colonies reduce imperial powers to the same
standing as other European states making cooperation among them last
problematic in facilitating their integration-page 155
The contrasting forces of harmonization and integration and immigration and
diversification on the other pose major challenges for Europe 21st century

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 155
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Post war W. Europe:
Divided but resuming
Democracy

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Berlin, Germany, and Europe were all divided
9 million Germans forced out of Poland
2-3 million Poles migrated from Ukraine into Poland
Italy abolished the monarchy wrote a new constitution
Communist and socialist worrying but never threatened
Only Spain and Portugal remained dictatorships until 1970s
Amidst the chaos, postwar recovery remarkable
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Postwar Western Europe – Divided but resuming Democracy
•
•
•

•
•

By 1949, Berlin was divided Germany was divided and Europe was
divided
There were massive movements of people following the war-9 million
Germans forced out of Poland and two or 3 million polls migrated from
what is now the Ukraine into Poland
Given the economic and social chaos of the postwar period the
recovery of Western Europe was remarkable
Western Europe resumed Democratic politics with only Spain and
Portugal remain under dictatorships until the 1970
The Italians abolished the monarchy wrote a new constitution the
strong showing of con is social parties in the West was worrying but
they never threatened democratic institutions

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, page 155
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Why Golden
Age of rapid
growth
1950-74?

◼
◼
◼
◼

Recovery from wartime damage & using idle resources
“Catch-up growth” exploiting technologies from US
Began export-led growth & welcomed US investment
Democracy led to greater stability
13

Why Golden Age of rapid growth 1950-74
◼
◼
◼
◼

?

Recovery from wartime damage & using idle resources
“Catch-up growth” exploiting technologies from US
Began export-led growth & welcomed US investment
Democracy led to greater stability

Barry Eichengreen, The European Economy Since 1945-Coordinated Capitalism and Beyond,
Princeton University Press, 2007, Chapter 2, Mainsprings of Growth, pages 15-51..
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East put under
Communist thumb

◼

◼

◼

◼

Post WW II, 11 countries with 100 million
people fell under communist rule
Moscow seized Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia
during WW II
Eastern states pursued policies of rapid
industrialization and collectivization of
agriculture
Virtually all workers in agriculture industry or
service became state employees
14

East put under Communist thumb
• During and after World War II, 11 European countries with 100 million people fell under
communist rule
•
Moscow sees Latvia, Lithuania, and Estonia during the war and incorporated them into the
Soviet Union
•
Economically each Eastern European state pursued the twin policies of rapid
industrialization and collectivization of agriculture
•
Virtually all workers in agriculture industry or service became employees of the states
•
Soviet influence was reinforced by his counterpart to the US Marshall plan and NATO
under Warsaw Pact-page 158
•
From the end of or 1960s all the Eastern European states experienced economic growth
and social changes and all except Albania were transformed from primarily rural to
industrial with an average GDP growth of 7% in the 1950s and 5% in the 1960s
•
Despite this growth there was still much restiveness in Eastern Europe as they were under
the thumb of Moscow and with limited sovereignty

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 158
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Soviet satellite growth but grumbling
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Soviet influence reinforced by Warsaw Pact counterpart to Marshall plan and NATO
Eastern European states experienced economic
growth and social changes
Transformed from rural to industrial
Despite growth, restiveness under the thumb of
Moscow and limited sovereignty
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Soviet satellite growth but grumbling
• Soviet influence was reinforced by his counterpart to the US Marshall plan and NATO
under Warsaw Pact-page 158
•
From the end of or 1960s all the Eastern European states experienced economic
growth and social changes and all except Albania were transformed from primarily
rural to industrial with an average GDP growth of 7% in the 1950s and 5% in the
1960s
•
Despite this growth there was still much restiveness in Eastern Europe as they
were under the thumb of Moscow and with limited sovereignty

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 158
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1989: Collapse of Berlin wall
defines fall of Iron Curtain and
end Soviet Union
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

•

•
•
•
•

•

Startling and surprising change, in just six months
Communists were swept out of power in Eastern Europe
and a few years later out of Russia
Most eastern Europe became democracies and
capitalistic
After World War II, the Soviets established a tightly
integrated and controlled alliance over Eastern Europe
First challenge to communist rule came in Poland in
1980 at the Gdansk shipyards under the leadership of
Lech Walesa
Walesa’s Solidarity movement propelled him to leader of
Poland
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1989: Collapse of Berlin wall defines fall of Iron Curtain and
end Soviet Union

This startling and surprising change in just six months Communists were swept out
of power in all of Eastern Europe and within a few years out of the Soviet Union as
well
Most of the eastern European countries were reconstituted as democracies and
capitalist countries
After World War II, the Soviets established a tightly integrated and controlled
alliance over Eastern Europe and there was little room for dissension or
differentiation in Eastern Europe
There were some slight changes such as in Poland it maintained independent
private farming and Open many Catholic churches and seminaries
The Brezhnev doctrine declared Moscow the right to intervene in any country in
the bloc to prevent loss of communist control, after the fall of the Berlin wall was
abandoned under the Gorbachev doctrine-often called the Sinatra doctrine of “my
way”
The first challenge to communist rule came in Poland in 1980 at the Gdansk
shipyards under the leadership of Lech Walesa and his Solidarity movement which
ultimately mushroomed and resulted in wetlands go becoming the leader of Poland

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, Chapter 13
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Gorbachev liberalizes
Soviet Union

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

Brezhnev died in 1982; succeeded by young Gorbachev
Gorbachev policies of perestroika (“economic restructuring”)
and glasnost ( “openness”)
Perestroika liberalized economy - without abandoning
socialism – some decentralization and market in agriculture
Glasnost opened society: censorship relaxed, more candid
assessments and some democratization
Gorbachev’s “new thinking in foreign policy”: expanding trade,
attracting technology, reducing military & foreign aid
◼

Especially improved relationship with US
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Gorbachev liberalizes Soviet Union
•
•
•
•

•
•

Fruit of eventually materialized from the Soviet signing of the 1975 Helsinki
Accords which specified “respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
including the freedom of thought, conscience, religion, or belief.”
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev died in 1982 and was succeeded by Mikael
Gorbachev the youngest member of the Soviet leadership
Gorbachev implemented a program of perestroika or “economic restructuring” and
glasnost or “openness”
Perestroika made a number of liberalizing changes in the economic system-without
ever abandoning socialism-central planning was scaled back, allowing more
decision-making at the factory level and small and cooperative firms were allowed
to operate independently of government planning and the government allowed
some limited role for free market in agriculture
Glasnost opened Soviet society to critical evaluation of its past and present
problems with censorship relaxed and more candid assessment of the problems
and some democratization of the political system
Gorbachev also introduced “new thinking in foreign policy”-with Russia expanding
its trade, attracting technology and reducing military spending and cutting back on
aid to other countries-and especially in improved relationship with the US

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 165-6
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Gorbachev’s visit
1989 to Berlin
aroused demands
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Gorbachev’s visit 1989 to Berlin aroused demands
for immigration and sacking dictator Honecker
On Nov 9, 1989, Berlin wall was opened
East and West Germany were unified within a year
From June to Dec, governments fell in Poland,
Hungary, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria
and Romania – the only one with violence
Never had so many countries undergone revolutions
so quickly and peacefully

18

Elections in Poland opened floodgates of reform in Soviet
bloc
• Poland was first country to have elections allowing non-Communist to participate
• Then Hungary held free parliamentary elections in 1990 and dissolved the
Communist Party
• The Barb or border with Austria was opened and became a funnel for thousands of
Eastern Europeans to travel to the west
• Gorbachev visited Berlin in 1989 and this aroused demonstrations and demands for
free immigration and the resignation of the communist dictator Honecker of East
Germany
• Finally on November 9, 1989 the government ended all travel restrictions and the
Berlin wall was opened-that day marked the beginning of the end for East Germany
• East and West Germany were unified in less than a year later on October 3, 1990
• A velvet revolution occurred in Czechoslovakia in November 1989
• In just six months from June through December 1989, minus governments fell in
Poland, Hungary, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and Romania and only in
Romania was or violence
• Never before in history had so many countries undergoing revolutionary changes in
such a short time and with little violence

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 169
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During 1990-1, all
republics declared
independence;
Yelsin new leader
◼

◼

◼

After a coup attempt by conservatives, Gorbachev
resigned, and leadership fell to Boris Yeltsin
Soviets faced a daunting task of re-creating
democratic politics, constructing market economies
and reorienting foreign policy to the West
Most of former Soviet republics made remarkable
progress toward both democracy and capitalism
19

All 15 Soviet republics declared independence
•
During 1990 and 91 everyone of the 15 republics declared
independence from the Soviet Union although they were not
recognized
•
And after a coup attempt by the Soviet conservatives Gorbachev
resigned and retired and the leadership fell to Boris Yeltsin
•
After 72 years the Soviet Union was no more
•
The Soviets faced a daunting task of re-creating Democratic politics,
constructing market economies and reorienting foreign policy to the
west-page 173
•
Most of the Eastern European states made remarkably speedy
progress toward both democracy and capitalism
Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 173
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Success after of
fall of wall

◼

◼
◼

◼

Initially, Eastern Europe and former Soviet Union
had sharp economic declines in the transition
Nevertheless, East glad to be free of communism
East reoriented to west and rushed to join NATO
and EU
In 20 years, navigated to democracy and capitalism
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Success of the fall of the wall
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

But the challenge was great in the economics area and both the countries in
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union experience sharp economic declines
in the years of transition
The dawn of capitalism brought with it the problems of unemployment which had
been nearly nonexistent and reached double-digit rates in many countries at the
end of 1990s
Also the number of people living in poverty increased tenfold between 1989 and
1996
Nevertheless most in the post-communist states were glad to be free of the
restrictions and preservation of the communist era and welcomed the return of
normal lives
Eastern European countries reoriented their trade from east to west and rushed
to affiliate with NATO and join the EU
20 years after the 1989 revolutions, almost all the former communist states had
successfully navigated to democracy and capitalist economies-page 175
Slovenia and the Czech republic for example had overtaken the living standards
in Portugal-the poorest country in the West

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, p 175
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Fall of Wall: Not predestined, basically
incompetence and chance
When fall of Berlin Wall finally happened, it was not the result of
some geopolitical grand bargain. It was the wondrous result of
human error, spontaneity and individual courage.
A leader of Communist Party, announced an ease to travel
restrictions. It was a mistake. Politburo had planned nothing of
the sort.
Crowds headed for checkpoints, demanding to cross. A guard
defied his superiors and opened the crossing.
Not a single shot was fired. Through its history 140 people had
died at the Wall trying to escape.
But 1989 proved different. Shocks had already shaken Soviet
Communism to the core. Belief in the system had long
evaporated. Little things culminated in this historic moment.
Abstracted from Fall of the Berlin Wall in Photos: An Accident of History That Changed The World, By Katrin
Bennhold, NY Times, Nov 9, 2019
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Fall of Wall: Not predestined, basically incompetence - and
chance.”
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

It had long been a dream for East Berliners to see the towering symbol of unfreedom
running through the heart of their home city ripped open.
And when fall of Berlin Wall finally happened, it was not the result of some carefully
crafted geopolitical grand bargain. It was the wondrous result of human error,
spontaneity and individual courage.
A leader of East Berlin Communist Party, announced an ease to travel restrictions. When
asked when the new rules would take effect, he stumbled through a partially intelligible
answer, “immediately.” It was a mistake. The Politburo had planned nothing of the sort.
Crowds started heading for checkpoints at the Berlin Wall, demanding to cross. A guard
defied his superiors and opened the crossing. By midnight, triumphant easterners had
climbed on top of the wall in celebration.
Not a single shot was fired. And no Soviet tanks appeared. Communist officials were
prepared for everything, except candles and prayers.
Through its history 140 people had died at the Wall trying to escape; no one knew what
they would do in 1989.
But 1989 proved different. A series of shocks had already shaken Soviet Communism to
the core. Belief in the system had long evaporated. Little things culminated in this
historic moment

Abstracted from Fall of the Berlin Wall in Photos: An Accident of History That Changed The World,
By Katrin Bennhold, NY Times, Nov 9, 2019
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Russia’s growth fooled everyone
in 1950s to 1970s
“Growth was so rapid that it took in generations of
Westerners…. It took in the [CIA]…. It even took in the
Soviet Union’s own leaders, such as Nikita Khrushchev, who
famously boasted… in 1956 that “we will bury you”[the
West]…. Indeed, … Paul Samuelson, repeatedly predicted the
coming economic dominance of the Soviet Union… by 1984…”
“Though … could produce rapid economic growth, they could
not do so in a sustained way. By 1970s, economic growth
had all but stopped. The most important lesson is that
extractive institutions cannot generate sustained technological
change for two reasons: the lack of economic incentives and
resistance by the elites.”
*Daron Acemoglu and James A. Robinson, Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty,
Crown, 2012, pages 127-8.
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It’s growth fooled everyone in 1950s to 1970s

“Growth was so rapid that it took in generations of Westerners…. It took
in the [CIA]…. It even took in the Soviet Union’s own leaders, such as
Nikita Khrushchev, who famously boasted… in 1956 that “we will bury
you”[the West]…. Indeed, … Paul Samuelson, repeatedly predicted the
coming economic dominance of the Soviet Union… by 1984…”
“Though … Soviet leaders could produce rapid economic growth, they
could not do so in a sustained way. By the 1970s, economic growth had
all but stopped. The most important lesson is that extractive institutions
cannot generate sustained technological change for two reasons: the lack
of economic incentives and resistance by the elites.”
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Century of USSR Percent US GDP
Year
1913
1920
1933
1946
1956
1975
1990
1999
2016
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Period

USSR/US
Pre WW I
56%
Post WWI & Revolution
20%
Great Depression
58%
Post WWII
32%
Khrushchev "We'll bury you"
49%
USSR Peak %
70%
Fall Berlin Wall
62%
Post USSR bottom
16%
Latest available
31%

Revolution

Threat
Peak

Bottom
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Maddison Project Database, version 2018 downloaded June 1,
Century of highs and lows of USSR
2019, of Real GDP in 2011 US$.
For most of us, we have lived through the Cold War and the Fall of the
Berlin Wall
This chart traces the USSR vs. US rivalry in terms of the relative sizes of
their economies measured in total GDP – not per capita GDP mentioned
earlier
Green shading marks USSR highs and orange the lows
At outset of WW I, USSR GDP was 56% of US but then plunged due to the
costly effects of the war which prompted Lenin to exit
USSR faired relatively better than the US during the Great Depression and
rose up to 58% US GDP
WW II was very costly for Russia with maybe 20 million dead and Sait
Petersburg and other cities hollowed out
USSR GDP peaked at 70% of US in 1975, but fell to a century low of 16%
after the fall of the USSR
Putin in 2005 called collapse of the Soviet empire “greatest geopolitical
catastrophe of the century”
In 2018, Putin said he would reverse the collapse of the Soviet Union if he
could and then asserted Russia has an arsenal of nuclear-capable weapons
that no foe can defeat
23

Impact of Fall of Wall
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

Soviet bloc had declining economies, growing dissatisfaction,
rising dissent and nationalism, and declining legitimacy
Gorbachev encouraged and reform and uncorked public
Unprecedented change: in 2 years, 9 authoritarian states
collapsed, and 18 new states born out of the rubble
Anti-communist revolutions were remarkably peaceful
Cold War also ended and led to optimism - epitomized by
Fukuyama’s The End of History
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Conclusions: the impact of 1989
•
•
•
•
•

•

Over the long term the communist governments had suffered declining
economies growing dissatisfaction, political dissent nationalism and declining
legitimacy
Gorbachev’s policies encourage change and reform and uncorked the genie of
public opinion
The magnitude and speed of changes were unprecedented-in the course of two
years, nine authoritarian governments collapsed and twice that many new states
were born out of the rubble
The anti-communist revolutions were peaceful, and this was remarkable-they not
only destroyed governments they also ended the communist ideology
The end of communism in Europe also ended the Cold War and led to much
optimism epitomized by Francis Fukuyama book The End of History which
proclaimed “the in and of mankind’s ideological evolution and the universalization
of Western liberal democracy as the final form of human government”
The Iron Curtain had been lifted and if there was still a division in Europe it was
much further to the east

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, 176
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Was 1989 “The End of History’? Too early to tell
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

For 30 years, fall of Berlin wall symbolized a lasting triumph for
liberal democracy - “The End of History.”
The competitor to the West had failed.
Eastern bloc, chafing under communism, aspired to freedom. It
was hard to imagine that they might voluntarily part with the
prize that they had won with such courage.
But have been indications that Eastern Europe is less
committed to liberal values than once seemed. In Poland and
Hungary, voters elected governments hostile to democracy.
It is too early to tell, but announcements of the demise of
liberalism are almost certainly premature.
There is nothing like losing their individual freedom to remind
people that the values of liberal democracy are still vital.

Abstracted from “1989 Wasn’t the End of History After All - Liberal democracy in Eastern Europe is
facing a new wave of authoritarian challengers.” By Yascha Mounk, WSJ, Nov. 7, 2019
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1989 Wasn’t the End of History After All
For most the past 30 years, fall of Berlin wall was seen to symbolize a lasting triumph
for liberal democracy - “The End of History.” The main competitor to the political and
economic system of the West had failed. Across the Eastern bloc, people chafing under
the indignities of communism had aspired to the twin values of individual freedom and
collective self-determination. It was hard to imagine that they might voluntarily part with
the prize that they had won with such courage and determination.
But the past few years have given strong indications that many of Eastern Europe are
less committed to these liberal values than they once seemed. In Poland and Hungary,
voters freely elected governments that loudly declared their hostility to liberalism and
undermined democratic institutions.
It is too early to tell what new turns of history will be visited upon a region that has
always been plagued by wars and revolutions. But announcements of the demise of
liberalism in the former communist bloc .. are almost certainly premature. There is
nothing like losing their individual freedom and collective self-determination to remind
people that the values of liberal democracy are still vital.
—Mr. Mounk is an associate professor of political science at Johns Hopkins University,
senior fellow at German Marshall Fund and author of “The People Versus Democracy:
Why Our Freedom Is in Danger and How to Save It.”
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Was 1989 just a cruel historical taunt? No!
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Now, 30 years after fall of wall, liberal democracy is in retreat and crisis. In
Russia, Turkey and China authoritarians' rule. Populist nationalism is
ascendant in much of West.
In Poland, where rollback of communist dictatorship began, a hard-line
populist party breached its democratic obligations. Similar politics dominate
in Hungary.
Was 1989 just a cruel historical taunt? No! The revolutions have resulted in
almost immeasurable improvements for hundreds of millions of people who
once lived under communism.
In less than 30 years, GDP per capita has increased 5-fold in Poland, 6-fold
in Hungary and 8-fold in Czech Republic.
It’s easy to overstate the retreat from liberal democracy. Poland today is far
from the gray monolith of Soviet-style communism. Even Russia and Turkey
are more open than existed east of Iron Curtain.
Far from marking the beginning of the end of democracy, today’s
populism—channeled properly—offers an opportunity for a renewal of
democracy, one that is genuinely rooted in the will of the people rather than
the elites that have ruled them since 1989.

Abstracted from "A Cold War Victory That Brought Immense Benefits," By Gerard Baker, Editor at Large, WSJ, Nov. 8, 2019
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Was 1989 just a cruel historical taunt? No!
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Now, 30 years after fall of wall, liberal democracy is in retreat and crisis. In
Russia, Turkey and China authoritarians' rule. Populist nationalism is ascendant
in much of West.
In Poland, where rollback of communist dictatorship began, a hard-line populist
party breached its democratic obligations. Similar politics dominate in Hungary.
Was 1989 just a cruel historical taunt? No! The revolutions have resulted in
almost immeasurable improvements for hundreds of millions of people who once
lived under communism.
In less than 30 years, GDP per capita has increased 5-fold in Poland, 6-fold in
Hungary and 8-fold in Czech Republic.
It’s easy to overstate the retreat from liberal democracy. Poland today is far from
the gray monolith of Soviet-style communism. Even Russia and Turkey are more
open than existed east of Iron Curtain.
Far from marking the beginning of the end of democracy, today’s populism—
channeled properly—offers an opportunity for a renewal of democracy, one that
is genuinely rooted in the will of the people rather than the elites that have ruled
them since 1989.

Abstracted from "A Cold War Victory That Brought Immense Benefits," By Gerard Baker, Editor at Large,
WSJ, Nov. 8, 2019
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Wreckage of
World War II led
to France and
Germany
reconciling

◼
◼

◼

Initial step was European Coal and Steel Community
Formed in 1952 by France, Germany, Italy, Belgium,
Netherlands and Luxembourg
A free trade area that would eliminate tariffs and
quotas and make products cheaper for consumers

27

EU – From ashes WW II
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Over the decades Europe has growing in economics and unity to a virtual “Europe
without borders”-having a common currency and common commitment to
democratic politics human rights and a market economy
Just as EU was planning deeper integration, communism began to fall apart in
Eastern Europe and so it opted for a wider integration
Common market was hatched in the aftermath of World War II although the
original idea is over a century old
The wreckage of World War II led to an evolving partnership between France and
Germany- countries that have fought three-week wars with each other in 75 years
There was a search for way to make French German relations more peacefully
The initial step was the effort to coordinate coal and steel production and they
formed the European coal and steel community (ECSE) in 1952 consisting of six
states-France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg
For the French the biggest perceived threat was Germany not communism
The basic idea for a free trade area was to eliminate tariffs and quotas so that
products would be less expensive for consumers
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Evolved from 6
in Coal and
Steel to 28 in EU

◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

In 1957, Treaty of Rome for common market eliminating
tariffs among 6 countries with goal of integration
European Economic Community (EEC) succeeded
EEC expanded but de Gaulle vetoed Britain
In 1980s, finally admitted poorer Greece, Spain and Portugal
In 1992, closer ties in “European Union” - common
citizenship, foreign policy, currency
Newly freed Eastern states joined EU - as security against
Russia and for economic assistance
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1992, formed a closer ties in a “European Union” with common
citizenship, foreign policy, and currency

Next, in 1957 they signed the Treaty of Rome for a common market eliminating
tariffs among the six countries with long-term goal of full integration
•
European Economic Community (EEC) was successful - all had “economic miracles”
in the 1950s and early 1960s
•
Trade among six-member countries grew twice as fast as trade of countries
outside the zone
•
Zone was expanded but de Gaulle vetoed Britain out of concern Britain would try
to dominate Europe
•
In 1973 UK joined along with Denmark and Ireland
•
In 1980s it was a tougher to admit Greece, Spain and Portugal all much poore
•
In 1992, formed a closer ties in a “European Union” including common citizenship,
foreign and security policy, and currency
•
With the formal birth of the EU in 1993 the countries of Europe became ever more
closely tied together which involves eating some national autonomy but the
development of the common currency in 2002 went remarkably smooth
•
New Eastern Europe countries sought membership in EU - as security against
Russia and for economic assistance
Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, Chapter 14
•
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EU: New
soft
superpower

◼

◼

◼
◼

•
•
•
•
•

•

Superpower – biggest & richest market - 1/5 world GDP

Based upon soft persuasive and quiet power rather than
hard military power
But closer integration rejected, not “ a united states of Europe”
Immigrants aided growth but also caused tension, especially
Muslim immigrants
29

EU is a new superpower based upon soft power rather than military power
EU is biggest and richest capitalist marketplace - 1/5 of world’s GDP
It’s size, economic strength and social welfare have made EU force world affairs
But EU has had growing pains and tried for closer integration under a constitution
however that was rejected and the signed a less comprehensive Lisbon Treaty in
2009
Lisbon Treaty created a new full-time presidency foreignness minister, supported
by a network around the world, a new voting system based on country population
size, and the direct elected European Parliament is given more power immigration
from one EU country to another
This flood of migrants aided economic growth but also causeed economic tension
especially the Muslim in immigrants who now make up 10% of France’s population

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, Chapter 14
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Europe is a quiet superpower
Europe … is a quiet superpower. Though often
just as influential as the United States, its slow
and incremental style and its subtler "civilian"
instruments of power—trade, aid, international
law and diplomacy—are easily and often
overlooked. The inclusion in the EU of 12 new
members in Eastern and southern Europe has
surely been the most cost-effective Western
policy for spreading peace and prosperity since
the end of the cold war.
Source: "Make Way for the Quiet Superpower," Newsweek (31 December 2007), by Andrew

Moravcsik, Professor of Politics and director of European Union Program at Princeton University.
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Make Way for the Quiet Superpower
Europe must get Washington's attention. American presidents, particularly newly elected ones, tend to
underestimate the Continent—a reflection of the very different ways in which America and Europe
engage with the world. Even after its chastening experience in Iraq, the United States continues to
believe that the foundation of its foreign policy rests on its ability to project overwhelming military hard
power on short notice nearly anywhere in the world.
Europe, by contrast, is a quiet superpower. Though often just as influential as the United States, its slow
and incremental style and its subtler "civilian" instruments of power—trade, aid, international law and
diplomacy—are easily and often overlooked. The inclusion in the EU of 12 new members in Eastern and
southern Europe has surely been the most cost-effective Western policy for spreading peace and
prosperity since the end of the cold war. Croatia and other former Yugoslav republics are also now set to
join the EU, perhaps to be followed by Turkey. Yet Americans pay little attention to any of this.
In recent years EU diplomats have also quietly averted crises in Montenegro and Macedonia and
encouraged successful reforms in Morocco, Libya and Ukraine with trade deals, assistance to reform
groups and state visits. Europe provides the bulk of global foreign aid, and is the primary supporter of
various multilateral organizations and agreements, including the Kyoto Protocol.
Even in the military realm, Americans who lecture Europe on its lack of commitment to Afghanistan or
Iraq often forget the fact that nearly 100,000 European troops are currently serving outside their home
countries, as peacekeepers, police and combat troops. Europeans lead ongoing peace and reform efforts
in critical countries such as Lebanon, Congo and Bosnia.
Europe, in the next 12 months, has an opportunity to put nearly a decade of bickering behind it—or get
left behind in the geopolitical dust.
Andrew Moravcsik is Professor at Princeton University, currently based in Shanghai.
Source: "Make Way for the Quiet Superpower," Newsweek (International
edition, 31 December 2007), by Andrew Maravsik
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EU’s crises caused
by disruptions of
globalization,
immigration, and
disenchantment with
bureaucrats
◼
◼

◼

Financial crisis of 2008 strained EU, especially PIGS
Refugee crisis peaked in 2015-16 mostly from wartorn Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq landing in Greece
and Italy
Brexit vote for UK to leave - big task to revise and
renegotiate 43 years of treaties and agreements
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EU’s Triple Crises: Financial crisis, immigration and Brexit
◼
Financial crisis of 2008 strained EU, especially Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece
(PIGS)
◼
EU set up European stability mechanism a required countries receiving assistance
to budget cuts and other austerity measures
◼
Recovery will release the lessening of the economic crisis was soon followed by
two other crises-massive flood refugees from Arab countries-primarily Syria, and
Brexit
◼
The refugee crisis peaked in 2015 and 16 with over a million asylum-seekers
arriving annually-the vast majority from war-torn countries of Syria, Afghanistan,
Iraq and arriving by boats landing in Greece and Italy
◼
This flood of immigrants created massive problems of processing,
accommodating and resettling it fueled anti-immigration sentiments as well as
nationalist anti-you feelings
◼
Then came Brexit the 48 to 52% vote for the UK to leave
◼
Obviously, this was a big challenge to revise 43 years of treaties and agreements
on thousands of subject that must be renegotiated
◼
The Brexit vote, like the election of trauma, reflected the discomfort many people
feel about the challenges and disruptions caused by globalization and
immigration-page
Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, Conclusion
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Majority favorable to EU

◼
◼
◼

Credited with promoting peace and prosperity, but out of touch
Many worry about economy and immigration
Despite turmoil, believe EU stands for noble goals
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Majority favorable to EU
◼
◼
◼

Credited with promoting peace and prosperity, but out of touch
Many worry about economy and immigration
Despite turmoil, believe EU stands for noble goals
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Eastern Europeans approve of multiparty and
market economy, say living has improved, but
dissatisfied with democracy

33

•

People across the former Soviet bloc nations approve of the changeover to a
multiparty electoral system and free market economy. However, 63% of Russians
agree it is a misfortune the Soviet Union no longer exists.

•

Dramatic increases in the shares of people who say the changes of the past 30
years or so have led to improved living standards.

•

On almost every aspect of life tested in 2019 – from education to national pride –
people in the region today

•

Europeans are much more satisfied with their own lives than they were in 1991 especially in Central and East Europe.

•

Europeans today express strong support for democratic rights.

•

Many are dissatisfied with the way democracy is working.

•

Most across Europe are skeptical that elected officials care what people like them
think, but they also say that voting gives people a say in how government works.

Source: www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/10/15/key-takeawayspublic-opinion-europe-30-years-after-fall-of-communism
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Europe: fractious
feudalism to EU liberty
and solidarity
◼

◼

◼

◼

Following 1789 French Revolution, Europe transformed from
a fractious collection of feudal, hierarchical, Christian
monarchies into an affluent, peaceful, democratic, secular
and capitalist states
WW I & II brought two outside powers into European
politics- US and Soviet Union
Despite the challenges, unification and emergence of the EU
as a global power are amazing
Western Europe has weaned itself from predominant
influence of US and Eastern Europe has thrown off Soviet
domination
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Europe: fractious feudalism to EU liberty and solidarity
• Following the 1789 French Revolution, Europe has transformed from a
fractious collection of feudal, hierarchical, Christian monarchies into an
affluent community of peaceful, democratic, secular and capitalist
states
• WW I & II brought to new players into European politics - US and
Soviet Union
• Despite the challenges, unification and emergence of the EU as he
global political are amazing
• A united and stable Europe raised new questions about the status and
role of both Russia and the US
• In 2003, Putin asserted that the people of Russia are Europeans
despite the fact that Russia has always been somewhat apart from
Europe both geographically and culturally

Source: David S. Mason, A Concise History of Modern Europe, Conclusion p 197-201
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Decade of Eurozone debt crisis
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

PIGS (Portugal, Italy, Greece,
Spain) troubled government debt
required bailouts
Causes: property bubble,
unsustainable debts, Great
Recession, currency union
without fiscal union
In 2012, EC Bank calmed
markets with unlimited support
Debt/GDP up from 69% in 2008
to 93% peak in 2015, 88% 2018
Eurozone unemployment hit
record 12% in 2015, now at 11year low of 7.5%

Danger = 4%
spread or 6%
in 2011

Long-term interest rates on gov’t bonds
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•

European debt crisis (Eurozone crisis) in European Union since 2009.

•

Several eurozone member states (Greece, Portugal, Ireland, Spain and
Cyprus) were unable to repay or refinance government debt or to bail out
over-indebted banks without assistance

•

Causes of the debt crisis varied - private debts arising from a property
bubble, government responses to slow-down, currency union without fiscal
union

•

On 6 September 2012, ECB calmed markets by announcing free unlimited
support for all eurozone countries

•

Return to economic growth enabled Ireland and Portugal to exit their bailout
programmes in July 2014.

•

Crisis caused high unemployment rates and political impact with power
shifts in 10 countries
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Future of Europe: “On
the edge of a precipice?”
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

French president Macron: America is cutting Europe loose
and now “on edge of a precipice” unless it wakes up “will
no longer be in control of our destiny.”
EU has size and influence, but shaken by migration crises,
economic and financial turmoil, rising extremism, Brexit
Plus, internal north-south divide on economics and eastwest on migration
In meantime, US focusing on Pacific, marginalizing Europe
Macron’s Solution?: “European sovereignty”: collective
ability to defend Europe’s interests on security,
36
environment, industry, trade …

• France’s president, Emmanuel Macron, warns that America is cutting Europe loose. The old
continent is “on the edge of a precipice” unless it wakes up “we will no longer be in control of
our destiny.”
• EU has size and influence, but recent challenges have shaken its foundations: migration
crises, economic and financial turmoil, rising extremism, and Brexit
• In meantime U.S. is focusing more on the Pacific than the Atlantic which marginalizes
Europe.
• Plus, internal difficulties: a north-south divide on economic issues, and east-west on
migration issue, resulting in the resurgence of populism
• Solution: “European sovereignty”: collective ability to defend Europe’s interests—over
security, the environment, industry, trade …in a strategic way.

https://www.economist.com/briefing/2019/11/07/emmanuel-macron-on-europes-fragileplace-in-a-hostile-world
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Another prominent European
German
warns about future President
Bundestag Wolfgang
Schäuble
◼

◼

Bundestag president Schäuble commemorating fall of
Berlin Wall warned of “the return, in Europe, of
ghosts we thought were dead and buried under the
weight of history” including resurgence of antiSemitism and Paris attacks four years ago.
“Rules-based international order is under pressure –
truth no longer counts, and national egoism prevails.
However, the most pressing questions – feeding the
world, migration, climate change and security – can
only be answered globally. (…) We must overcome
small-mindedness, selfishness and fear.”
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Another prominent European warns about future
◼
President German Bundestag Wolfgang Schäuble
commemorated the fall of the Berlin Wall on 9 November
1989. warned “unfortunately, European democracy, and the
values and principles on which it is based, is not irreversible.
… I cannot help but look with great concern, at the return, in
Europe, of ghosts we thought were dead and buried under
the weight of history” including resurgence of anti-Semitism
and Paris attacks four years ago.
◼
“The rules-based international order is under pressure – truth
no longer counts and national egoism prevails. However, the
most pressing questions – feeding the world, migration,
climate change and security – can only be answered globally.
(…) We must overcome small-mindedness, selfishness and
fear.”

Source:europeansting.com/2019/11/14/wolfgang-schauble
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Why has Europe
prospered?
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Ended of centuries of war
Cooperation - EU
Catch-up from WW II
Revived capitalism – especially Thatcher & Germany
Increased democracy reduced aristocracy
Reduced trade and immigration barriers
Central Europe escaped communism

In EU, “South favors money without conditions; North favors
conditions without money.”- Mandelbaum, The Road to Global Prosperity, p 117
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Why has Europe prospered?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ended of centuries of war
Cooperation - EU
Catch-up from WW II
Revived capitalism – especially Thatcher & Germany
Increased democracy reduced aristocracy
Reduced trade and immigration barriers
Central Europe escaped communism
Maybe even more if not internal disputes

In the EU, the “South favors money without conditions; the North
favors conditions without money.”- Mandelbaum, The Road to Global
Prosperity, p 117

Michael Mandelbaum, The Road to Global Prosperity, Simon
& Schuster, 2014.
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Reclaim of Western Europe (1950-Now)
Summary & Conclusions

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Miraculous recovery from WW I & II
Recovery aided by political stability and unification,
Marshall Plan and adoption of capitalism
USSR fall freed Eastern Europe to modernize & join EU
Financial crisis required bail-outs and slowed growth
Still challenged by internal problems – refugees,
North-South tension, rising nationalism, Brexit …
Still, EU now largest economy in world and soft power
Future: “at precipice” unless greater unity

Thanks for attending – Hope to see you in 2020 Great Decisions
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Reclaim of Western Europe (1950-Now)
Summary & Conclusions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Miraculous recovery from WW I & II
Recovery aided by political stability and unification, Marshall Plan
and adoption of capitalism
USSR fall freed Eastern Europe to modernize & join EU
Financial crisis required bail-outs and slowed growth
Still challenged by internal problems – refugees, North-South
tension, rising nationalism, Brexit …
Still, EU now largest economy in world and soft power
Future: “at precipice” unless greater unity
Thanks for attending – Hope to see you in 2020 Great Decisions
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

European democracies 1914-2018*
1914

1933

1945
1990
2018
Democracies (Polity 2 score 6-10)
count =10 count =15 count =12
count = 21
count = 35
Denmark Belgium
Belgium
Austria
Albania
Norway
France
Czechoslovakia
Czechoslovakia
Belgium
Austria
Poland
Greece
Denmark
Denmark
Bulgaria
Bulgaria
Portugal
LuxembourgEstonia
Finland
Cyprus
Croatia
Romania
Norway
France
Greece
Czechoslovakia Cyprus
Slovak Republic
Portugal
Greece
Ireland
Denmark
Czech Republic Slovenia
Spain
Ireland
Luxembourg Finland
Denmark
Spain
Sweden
Latvia
Netherlands France
Estonia
Sweden
Switzerland Luxembourg Norway
W. Germany
Finland
Switzerland
UK
Netherlands Sweden
Greece
France
UK
Norway
Switzerland Hungary
Germany
Spain
UK
Ireland
Greece
Sweden
Italy
Hungary
Switzerland
Luxembourg
Ireland
UK
Netherlands
Italy
* Based upon Polity IV data for 2018 with Norway
Lithuania
countries rated from 10 to -10 based upon the Portugal
Luxembourg
government and score of 6-10 considered full
Spain
Macedonia
democries.
Sweden
Moldova
Switzerland
Montenegro
UK
Netherlands
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Appendix of Supplemental Data
EU Area: 1.2% GDP, 1.2% inflation, 7.5% unemployment, 2.2% fall in
currency, 1.1% budget deficit and -0.3% negative interest on 10-year govt
bonds – weaker than most of Economist leading 41 world economies
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Per Capita GDP W Europe

($2011 PPP)
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Summary: From the Age of Europe
to the Aging of Europe
I.

Why did Age of Europe end?
◼
◼
◼

II.

How did Europe recover from tragedies of War and Unify?
◼
◼
◼
◼

III.

Rise of US & decolonization
Great Depression & destruction of wars
Socialism & retrenchment
US support of Marshall plan
Democratization & globalization
Cold war threat
Thatcher and retreat from socialism

What were the reasons for the Aging of Europe?
◼
◼
◼
◼

Government burden of the European model
Complacency after end of Cold War threat
Birth declines, population aging and dependency
Rise of rest – non-competitiveness and migration

History does not repeat itself, but it does rhyme. -- Mark Twain
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Appendix of Supplemental Data

Serious consequences for US if Europe fails
◼

◼

◼

“If the euro fails, Europe fails." German Chancellor Angela
Merkel …
[I]f Europe can't grow, [U.S.]…may not be able to either. …
[M]ass defaults … or … breakup of the euro zone, could
trigger a serious downturn. …
The end of the European dream of integration would
be the end of the free world as we've known it. …
Europe has the power to do things--… to push forward efforts
to curb climate change, to help the U.S. defend liberal
democracy. A hobbled continental Europe means less support
for many of the things that Americans hold dear. In that
sense, if Europe fails, we do too.
TIME, Nov. 07, 2011, Why Care About the Euro? By Rana Foroohar
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Predicted serious consequences if Europe fails
•

“If the euro fails, Europe fails." German Chancellor Angela Merkel has
said….

•

The euro story seems far away…. Still, pay close attention to Europe,
because a broader disaster is in the making. Here's why.

•

First, the euro crisis could start another global financial crisis. European
banks hold about $55 trillion in assets--more than four times the amount
held in the American banking system. ... U.S. bank losses could range … to
more than $2 trillion....

•

But it's not just about banking--if Europe can't grow, [U.S.]…may not be able
to either. … [M]ass defaults … or … breakup of the euro zone, could trigger
a serious downturn. …

•

The end of the European dream of integration would be the end of the free
world as we've known it. … Europe has the power to do things--to take the
lead in liberating Libya, to push forward efforts to curb climate change, to
help the U.S. defend liberal democracy. A hobbled continental Europe
means less support for many of the things that Americans hold dear. In that
sense, if Europe fails, we do too.
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